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Abstract:
In this paper we compare the performance of several range arithmetic methods in evaluating problems in symbolicnumeric circuit analysis. Symbolic-numeric circuit analysis involves solving systems of linear equations in order to obtain the
values of currents and voltages in a given circuit. Symbolic circuit expressions contain a large number of product terms and
long chains of arithmetic operations which make computations difficult. When analysis of circuit behaviour over a range of
parameter values is required the symbolic expressions can be evaluated using one of the range arithmetic methods reported in
literature. The range arithmetic methods considered in this paper are affine arithmetic (AA), Extensions to AA (EAA)
suggested by Messine, and generalized interval arithmetic (GIA) suggested by Kolev. One important difference between
these range arithmetic methods is the method by which two affine numbers, or two generalized interval numbers, are
multiplied. In this paper, each range arithmetic method is evaluated based on the performance of the multiplication operation
which is predominant in symbolic circuit expressions. We show that the performance of the multiplication rule in each
method determines the accuracy of computations. We present the benefits and problems associated with using each of the
range arithmetic methods. We also show that GIA gives tighter bounds and efficiently simulates the effects of uncertainties in
circuit parameters when solving problems in circuit analysis.
I.

Introduction

Symbolic Analysis of analog integrated circuits refers to the study of circuit behaviour by deriving mathematical
transfer functions in which some or all of the circuit parameters are maintained in symbolic form. A fully expanded generic
symbolic transfer function in the Laplace domain can be represented as shown in (1).
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Where, ‘s’ is the complex frequency variable. The coefficients of s-powers (such as {a0, a1 … an} and {b0, b1, … bn}) are all
polynomial functions which can be represented as a sum-of-product terms, consisting of circuit parameters in either symbolic
or numeric form. Unlike numerical analysis, symbolic analysis provides an opportunity to study the behaviour of a circuit
when exact values of some or all of its parameters are not known before hand. Therefore, symbolic analysis is useful in
extracting the dominant parameters affecting the circuit behaviour and assists with making better decisions on choices of
numerical values for unknown circuit parameters. The circuit designer can also study the influence of a parameter on circuit
behaviour by simply evaluating the expression for a range of values for that parameter. The numerical post processing of
symbolic expressions for interpretation and graphical representation purposes usually involves real arithmetic.
In modern semiconductor technologies, circuit parameters also vary due to variations in technology parameters,
supply voltage fluctuations and temperature changes. In order to analyse the circuit performance for variations in parameter
values, the circuit expressions need to be numerically evaluated repeatedly with parameter values drawn from their respective
ranges. However, the size of the symbolic expression increases dramatically with increases in circuit size. The computational
overhead, due to large size expressions, makes repeated numerical evaluation using real arithmetic much more difficult. In
order to efficiently post process the expressions with a range of values for each circuit parameter, range arithmetic methods
can be used. A number of range arithmetic methods have been reported in the literature [1-6]. The sum-of-product terms
represented by coefficients of s-powers in (1) need to be efficiently evaluated by choosing a suitable range arithmetic method.
Interval arithmetic (IA) [1] is the fundamental range arithmetic method designed to quickly perform numerical
computations involving interval values and assumes each interval value in the numerical computation to be independent of
the others. Affine arithmetic (AA) [5, 6] is a more complex range arithmetic method, with the ability to preserve and keep
track of dependencies between the parameters whilst retaining simplicity in its representation. AA has proven to be more
accurate, yielding results with tighter bounds than IA in many applications [5, 7, 8]. The Extensions to Affine Arithmetic
(EAA) introduced by Messine [9] attempts to overcome the inefficiencies associated with the standard AA. The Generalized
Interval Arithmetic, suggested by Kolev [2, 4], is another range arithmetic method with results represented in affine form.
This method attempts to provide optimal results for affine arithmetic computations.
The arithmetic operations in the coefficients of s-powers in the symbolic transfer functions, such as shown in (1), are
predominantly addition, subtraction, multiplication and exponentiation. Since the exponentiation operation is achieved by
repeated multiplication, multiplication can be regarded as the predominant operation in the s-power coefficients. In this paper,
different range arithmetic methods are compared based on their performance in multiplication operations. The different range
arithmetic methods compared in the paper are standard Affine Arithmetic (AA) [6], Extensions to Affine Arithmetic (EAA)
[9] and Generalized Interval Arithmetic (GIA) [2, 4]. We show that in a long chain of computations, such as the examples

considered in this paper, the multiplication operation determines the accuracy of the computed results. This is because the
bounds on AA results can be wider than the IA results whenever the error terms compensating the result of a multiplication
operation are overestimated during a long chain of computations. Although, the result of a multiplication operation, as
suggested by Kolev, is optimal, the size of the results in affine form grows with the number of multiplication operations. This
is because in the result of each multiplication operation a new error term is introduced. In this paper we adapt the optimal
multiplication formulae to suit numerical evaluation of symbolic circuit expressions using GIA and show that the over
estimation in the results are reduced.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II presents a background on symbolic circuit analysis and the range
arithmetic methods. The GIA method for obtaining the maxima of symbolic network functions with parameter variations is
presented in section III. This section also presents experimental results and discusses the benefits of using GIA. Section IV
concludes the paper.
II.

Background

I.

Symbolic Circuit Analysis

Symbolic circuit analysis can be defined as the process of analysing circuit behaviour by deriving mathematical relationships
between circuit parameters in symbolic form. The expressions are derived for the purpose of analysing the performance of
parameters such as voltage gain, current gain, input impedance, output impedance, and so on. A fully expanded symbolic
expression in its generic form is shown in (1). Depending on whether all or some of the circuit parameters are represented as
symbols, the symbolic expressions can be classified into three types – fully symbolic, partially symbolic and rational
functions in ‘s’ with all other parameters as real numbers.
i.

Fully symbolic expressions consist of all the parameters represented in symbolic form. For example consider the
fully expanded exact expression in the Laplace domain shown in (2).
Vout ( s)
G1  G2

Vin ( s)  G1  G2   G1  C2  G2  C1  G2  C2   s  C1  C2  s 2 

(2)

The expression, representing voltage gain, contains circuit parameters G1, G2, C1 and C2 that are preserved as
symbols during its derivation. As can be seen in the denominator in (2), the coefficients of the s-power terms can be
represented in the sum-of-product form.
ii.

Partially symbolic expressions consist of some of the parameters retained as symbols and rest of them as numbers.
For example, the conductance elements G1, G2 and capacitance C1 in (2) are substituted with 1104 , 2 104 and
2 109 respectively during derivation of the expression. The capacitance C2 is retained as symbol and the partial
symbolic expression is shown in (3).
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The expression shown in (3) can be repeatedly evaluated with a range of values for C2 and its influence on the
voltage gain can be analysed with numerical or graphical representations.
iii.

Rational function in ‘s’ consist of all the parameters except the complex frequency variable, ‘s’, retained as numbers
and is shown in (4).
Vout
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Symbolic expressions can be obtained for various parameters of interest such as voltage gain, current gain, input
impedance and output impedance, etc. A number of methodologies and techniques for symbolic analysis of analog circuits
have been reported in the literature [10-16]. Symbolic circuit analysis methods can be broadly classified into two types, based
on mathematical procedures, – topology or graph based methods – and matrix based methods [17]. In this paper we adopt a
simple matrix based method that uses Cramer’s rule to obtain symbolic expressions from a given circuit schematic. The
symbolic circuit analysis procedure starts by formulating linear equations in matrix form with parameters drawn from the
given circuit schematic. The linear equations are solved for desired unknown variables using Cramer’s rule to obtain
necessary symbolic expressions.
Despite several advanced symbolic analysis methods reported in the literature [11-16], the size of the symbolic
expressions increase dramatically with increase in circuit size. This is a computational overhead when the expressions are
numerically evaluated using range arithmetic. In order to generate compact symbolic expressions some useful strategies and
models were suggested in [10, 18]. The results of symbolic analysis of different circuits, obtained using the strategies and
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models suggested in [10, 18] is shown in table I. The numbers in Table I represent the number of product terms in the
coefficient of s-powers in the numerator and denominator of fully symbolic expressions. The last column shows the number
of symbolic variables in the expressions. The number of product terms in the expression increases dramatically with the size
of the circuit. Therefore in order to efficiently use range arithmetic to evaluate the symbolic expressions, a suitable
framework and method has been suggested in [19]. The range arithmetic method used in [19] is presented in detail in this
paper. The different range arithmetic methods compared in this paper are discussed in detail in the next sub-section.
II. Range Arithmetic Methods.
In this sub-section, different range arithmetic methods such as standard AA as suggested by Stolfi [6], EAA
suggested by Messine [9] and GIA in Affine form suggested by Kolev [2, 4] and their application to evaluating symbolic
expressions are discussed in detail. The methods are compared against each other using a quantitative measure for the
overestimation in their results, called relative accuracy. The relative accuracy is defined as the ratio between the size of the
actual range and that of the computed range [6]. The actual range is the smallest interval that contains only the possible
values of result of the evaluated expression, when the value of each variable in the expression is set vary over its given range.
If the width of the computed range is wc and the width of the actual range is wc, then the relative accuracy is given by (5).

Relative Accuracy =

wa
wc

(5)

According to (5), the relative accuracy is 1 when the computed width is the same as the actual width. The relative
accuracy is zero, when the computed result is infinitely wide. The width of the actual range is not always a known quantity,
especially when a number of variables dependent on each other are involved in the computation.. Therefore, in this paper, the
relative accuracy measure is computed using IA results as a basis. The ratio of width of IA result to the width of the AA result
represents the relative accuracy of AA when compared against IA. In this case, the relative accuracy is greater than 1,
whenever AA is more accurate than IA and less than 1 otherwise. The IA results are used as the base, because IA is the
fundamental range arithmetic method and assumes that all the variables in the expression are independent of each other. The
other methods were introduced in order to use the dependency between the variables to achieve less conservative results. The
following sub-sections present the range arithmetic methods in detail.
a) Standard Affine Arithmetic (AA)
Affine arithmetic was first introduced by Stolfi et al in the early 90s. The standard affine number as defined in [6] is
given in (6).

x  x0  1 x1   2 x2

n

  n xn  x0   xi  i

(6)

i 1

Where x0 and xi are known real numbers and i is a symbolic variable whose value lies in the interval [-1…+1]. The value x0
is the central value of x while each xi multiplied with its corresponding noise symbol i quantifies an uncertainty which when
appropriately added to or subtracted from x0 yields x . Two affine numbers are said to be dependent on each other when they
share common noise symbols. For example, consider the affine numbers in (7). The numbers x and y share common noise
symbols 1 and 4. So they are said to be dependent on each other or correlated with each other. The principle of AA is to
keep track of the dependencies between operands during computation of the bounds of the final result.

x  6  0.61  0.1 2  0.3 4 ; y  7  0.41  0.1 3  0.5 4

(7)

Sometimes effects of common noise variables (such as 1 and 4) cancel out if their coefficients are the same. The
common noise symbols also determine the size of the joint range of the two numbers, which is a convex polygon symmetric
around the central point x0 and y0, as shown by the dotted line in Fig 1. The value of the coefficients of the dependencies 1
and 4 determine the lengths of two edges of the polygon as indicated in the figure. In this example, coefficients of 1 and 4
are significantly larger than the coefficients of other noise terms such as 2 and 3, resulting in a polygon of smaller size. This
dependency information and its benefits are completely lost when the two affine numbers are converted to interval form. The
joint range of two intervals is a rectangle as shown by the solid line in Fig 1. Therefore, by preserving the dependency
between parameters, all those combinations of values in the given interval that do not yield a valid result are eliminated. The
tighter bounds in the results are achieved at the cost of preserving and keeping track of dependencies in a chain of
computation.
The AA values can be converted to their interval form and vice versa. Consider the affine number in (6). This can be
converted to interval form using equation (8). Similarly, an interval value x given by [a b] , can be converted to affine
form using (9).
n

x  [ x0  rad ( x), x0  rad ( x)]; where rad ( x)   xi

(8)
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The arithmetic operations in affine analysis can be classified, depending on the result of the operation, into two types
– affine operations and non-affine operations. The affine operations yield results that can be represented in the affine form as
shown in (6). Some examples of affine operations are shown in the following equations. The addition or subtraction between
two affine numbers is shown in (10). The multiplication by a scalar with an affine number is shown in (11) and addition or
subtraction of a scalar to an affine number is shown in (12). As can be seen from these equations the results of the operations
are in the affine form.
x  y   x0  y0    x1  y1  1 

  x    x0     x1  1 

  xn  yn   n
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 xn n
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The non-affine operations yield results that cannot be expressed in the affine form shown in (6). Operations between
affine numbers, such as multiplication, division, square and square root, are examples of non-affine operations. The results of
these operations are approximated in order to express them in affine form. The most commonly used and hence most
important operation is multiplication. The multiplication rule in its exact form is shown in (13).
n
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n
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The above equation cannot be represented in affine form as in (6) and is approximated with an affine form shown in (14).

zexact  x  y  zapprox  zn 1 n 1
n

where zapprox  x0 y0    x0 yi  y0 xi 

(14)

i 1

The term zn+1∙n+1 is added to zapprox to model the error or the difference between zexact and zapprox . However, in standard
AA,∙n+1 is an additional noise symbol added to the result after each non-affine multiplication operation. Therefore, the
number of noise symbols in the result grows by one additional symbol for each non-affine multiplication operation. In a long
chain of computation this can lead to the generation of up to m distinct additional terms for m non-affine operations. This
poses an overhead on the number of symbolic variables i that need to be handled during numerical evaluation of symbolic
expressions. A simple conservative estimate for zn+1 suggested in [6] is shown in (15).
n

n

i 1

i 1

zn1   xi   yi

(15)

The product of the affine numbers in (7) obtained using equations (14) and (15) is shown in (16). The affine product
converted to interval form (bottom), along with the result obtained using IA (top) is also shown in (16) for the purpose of
comparison.

Fig 2. Joint range of 2 partially dependent quantities shown in equation (17)
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The results in (16), compared using the relative accuracy measure ((56 – 30) / (47 – 37)) gives 2.6. In this case, IA
result is 2.6 times wider than the AA result. The AA yields tighter bounds because it preserves the dependencies between the
two numbers. The result supports the inference obtained from the joint range plot shown in Fig 1. In the case of IA, all the
dependency information is lost and therefore bounds are wider than necessary.
Although preserving the dependencies between parameters help achieve tighter bounds, the error estimate for zn+1
shown in (15) is conservative. Therefore, the AA results sometimes can be overestimated. Consider the multiplication
operation using the example shown in (17). The joint range plot of the two variables is shown in Fig 2. According to this plot,
some of the values for the pair (x, y) are eliminated because of the dependency due to 1. The AA result is expected to be
narrower than the IA result. However, it is not only overestimated than the IA result, but also contains a negative lower
bound. This is not consistent with the joint range plot shown in Fig 2. The intervals of both x and y contain only positive
values, whereas the AA result contains negative values as well due to overestimation in zn+1

x  5  1  3 3 ; y  10  1  2 2

x  y  1 9   7 13  [7 117]
x  y  50  51  10 2  30 3  12 4  [7 107]
zapprox  50  51  10 2  30 3  [5

(17)

95]

Relative Accuracy  110 /114  0.9649 (less than 1)
The interval bounds of the affine arithmetic results can be wider than necessary, even when the numbers are
independent. In the case of two independent affine numbers, the interval bounds of the AA results can be expected to be the
same as that of IA. Consider another multiplication example shown in (18). The AA result in (18) is also wider than the IA
result. The overestimation can be attributed to both zapprox and conservative error estimate 3 because the width of zapprox alone
is equal to the width of the IA result as shown in (18).

x  4.5  0.51 ; y  10  2 2
x  y  4
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60]

zapprox  45  51  9 2  [31 59] (width = 28)
Relative Accuracy  28 / 30  0.9333 (less than 1)
In addition, the affine arithmetic results can be overestimated during the exponentiation operation. Consider the
affine number shown in (19).

x  0  3  1
x 2  x  x  0  0  1  9   2  [9
x  [3
2
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The result of a square operation is expected to be an interval with no negative values. Instead, the affine arithmetic
computation overestimates the result with negative numbers included in the result.
In summary, the size of the affine form of the result of multiplication operation grows by an extra term in the case of
AA. The conservative error estimate used in AA can lead to overestimation in the multiplication of both independent and
dependent affine numbers. The AA result is overestimated in case of exponentiation operation. Therefore, the standard AA is

not suitable for evaluating the symbolic expressions involving long computation chains due to overestimation in the results.
The next section suggests other forms of affine arithmetic as suggested by Messine [9].
b) Extensions to Affine Arithmetic (EAA)
The Extensions to Affine Arithmetic (EAA) [9] were introduced by Messine in order to address the issues and
difficulties with standard AA. The EAA consists of two new representations for the affine number shown in (6). The Affine
Form 1 (AF1) attempts to contain the growth of the affine form by introducing a common error noise symbol for all the
multiplication operation in a chain. The affine operations are the same as AA, except the multiplication rule has a different
error estimate. Although, the AF1 overcomes the issues with growing noise symbols, it also suffers from overestimation for
the examples described in the previous sub-section. In this sub-section, the second affine form, AF2, is discussed in detail.
The AF2 is an extension of AF1 as it consists of two more new noise symbols added to the affine number, defined in (20).
n

x  x0   xi  i  xn1 n1  xn2 n2  xn3 n3

(20)

i 1

The partial deviation n+1 is introduced to represent the error from a non-affine operation similar to the AF1 or AA. The two
other terms n+2 and n+3 are introduced to overcome the issues with overestimation in AF1 [9]. The values of new partial
deviation terms n+2 and n+3 lie in the intervals [0…+1] and [-1…0] respectively. The values of xn+1, xn+2 and xn+3 are always
retained as positive numbers. The basic affine operations are shown in (21) – (23).
n
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The values of xn+1, xn+2 and xn+3 are determined during a non affine operation. The non-affine operations are more
involved than the other affine arithmetic rules presented before. The multiplication operation is shown in (24).
n

x  y  x0 y0    x0 yi  y0 xi    i  K1 n1  K 2 n2  K3 n3

(24)

i 1

The values for K1, K2 and K3 are carefully computed depending on certain conditions. These values are initialized according
to (25). The final values are computed according to the equations in (26).

K10  x0 yn1  y0 xn1
 x0 yn2  y0 xn2 if x0  0 and y0  0

 x0 yn2  y0 xn3 if x0  0 and y0  0
0
K2  
 x0 yn3  y0 xn2 if x0  0 and y0  0
 x0 yn3  y0 xn3 if x0  0 and y0  0
 x0 yn3  y0 xn3 if x0  0 and y0  0
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The conversions from AF2 to interval form and vice versa are shown in (27) and (28).
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The difference between the multiplication rules in standard AA and EAA is the error term in a non-affine operation. The error
terms in AF2 help achieve tighter interval bounds in the result of non-affine operation, such as multiplication. For example
the result of exponentiation operation for the example shown in (19) obtained using the rules of EAA is shown in (29).

x  0  3  1
x 2  x  x  0  0  1  0   2  9   3  0   4  [0

9]

(29)

Despite achieving tighter bounds than standard AA and other advantages as mentioned in [9], the EAA also suffers from
overestimation in the results. Consider the examples in (17) and (18), the results of EAA are shown in (30) and (31).

x  5  1  3 3 ; y  10  1  2 2
x  y  50  51  10 2  30 3  11 4   6  [7 107]

(30)

Relative Accuracy  110 /114  0.9649 (less than 1)
x  4.5  0.51 ; y  10  2 2
x  y  45  51  9 2   3  [30

60]

(31)

Relative Accuracy  28 / 30  0.9333 (less than 1)
Moreover, the n+1, n+2 and n+3 terms in the result are always positive and do not always compensate for the error
in the non-affine operation appropriately. In the next sub-section an optimal range arithmetic method that has no
overestimation in the multiplication results given by Kolev in [2, 4] is described in detail.
c)

Kolev’s Generalized Interval Arithmetic (GIA)

The Generalized Interval Arithmetic was first presented as a modification to standard AA in [20]. The GIA number
is defined in affine form as shown in (6). The affine operations are the same as those shown in (10) – (12). In order to achieve
tighter bounds in non-affine operations two new multiplication rules were suggested in [2, 4]. The two rules are defined
separately each for dependent and independent affine numbers.
Whenever the product of two affine numbers x and y is to be computed, the following general cases arise.

x  0, y  0; x  0, y  0; x  0, y  0; x  0, y  0

(32)

An affine number x is said to be positive ( x  0 ), if the corresponding interval contains all positive numbers. Similarly, an
affine number is negative when the corresponding interval contains only negative numbers. The multiplication rules in [2, 4]
are defined only for the first case and therefore, all the other cases in (32) are transformed to the first case similar to that
shown in (34).The optimal multiplication rules suggested in [2, 4] can be used only when one of the above four conditions are
satisfied. A fifth general case arises when one of the intervals ( x or y ) contains a zero properly, that is when the lower
bound (xl) and the upper bound (xh) are of different signs. In this case, the multiplication rule suggested by AA or EAA can
be used. The last three of the four cases shown in (32) can be transformed to the first case during a multiplication operation.
For example, the fourth case shows that x is negative and y is positive and their multiplication is shown in (33). This can be
transformed to first case as shown in (34).

z  x  y where x  0, y  0

(33)

z   z   x  y where x  0, y  0 and y   y

(34)

The optimal multiplication formula for independent affine numbers as presented in [4] is summarized as follows. Consider
two independent affine numbers and their interval form shown in (35),
m

n

i 1

i m1

x  x0   xi  i ; y  y0   yi  i
x   xl

xh  ; y   yl

yh 

(35)

The product of the two affine numbers in (35) is shown in (36)
n1

z  x  y  z0   zi  i ; where z0   yl xl  yl x0  xl y0  b0
i 1

zi  yl xi for i  1,

,m

zi  xl yi for i  m  1,

(36)

,n

zn1  b1
Here b0 and b1 are the centre and radius of error term b, whose interval bounds are computed using equation (37).

bl  0; bh  xl yl  xh yh  xl yh  xh yl

(37)

The above optimal multiplication formula for independent affine numbers and its proof is presented in detail in [4]. The result
for the optimal multiplication of independent affine numbers in (18) is shown in (38).

x  4.5  0.51 ; y  10  2 2
zapprox  46  41  8 2  [34

58] (width = 24)

x  y  46  41  8 2  2 3  [32

60]

(38)

Relative Accuracy  28 / 28  1
The relative accuracy is 1 as opposed to 0.9333 in the case of standard AA and EAA. It can be seen that the width of zapprox is
less than the final interval result and the error term compensates for it. Therefore the overestimation in multiplication of
independent affine numbers is avoided (refer to [4] for proof). Since the numbers are independent, the relative accuracy is
equal to 1.
In the case of affine numbers sharing common noise symbols, the optimal multiplication formula presented in [2] is
used. The computation of the optimal multiplication result of dependent affine numbers requires that the first condition in
(32) is satisfied. The important part of the multiplication formula involves computation of an interval Z*, which is an optimal
result of multiplication (in interval form [ zl* zh* ] ) of two dependent affine numbers. The conditions and formula for
computing Z* is more involved and its presentation is therefore not covered here. The optimal multiplication formula for
dependent affine numbers is described as follows.
Consider the two dependent affine numbers x and y and the corresponding interval numbers x and y shown in
(39).
m

m

x  x0   xi  i ; y  y0   yi  i
x   xl

i 1

xh  ; y   yl

i 1

yh 

(39)

Let Mx denote a set of indices of those noise symbols that have a non-zero coefficient in x and zero coefficient in y .
Similarly, let My denote the set of indices of independent noise symbols with non-zero coefficients in y and Mc denote the
indices of those noise symbols shared by x and y . The product of the affine numbers in (39) is shown in (40). The optimal
result Z* in interval form, [ zl*

zh* ] , is computed using the method illustrated in [2] and values are used in (40).
n1

zh*  zl*
2
zi  xl yi for i  M y ;

z  x  y  z0   zi  i ; where z0 
i 1

zi  yl xi for i  M x ;

zi  xl yi  yl xi for i  M c ;
zn1 

(40)

n
zh*  zl*
 R , R   zi
2
i 1

The result for multiplication of dependent affine numbers in (17) is shown in (41).

x  5  1  3 3 ; y  10  1  2 2

x  y  1 9  7 13  [7 117]
x  y  54  61  2 2  21 3  16 4  [9

99]

(41)

Relative Accuracy  110 / 90  1.222 (greater than 1!)
The relative accuracy in (41) is greater than 1, showing tighter bounds in the affine arithmetic result than the interval
arithmetic result by a small margin. This result is consistent with the joint range of the two numbers shown in Fig 2. It can be
expected that in a long chain of computation, the use of Kolev’s GIA will yield tighter bounds than interval arithmetic results.
The implementation of the optimal multiplication formulae in (36) and (40) is not computationally expensive and only
involves checking the conditions as mentioned in [2, 4] and computing the result.
Although optimal results can be obtained, the GIA always generates an extra term during multiplication. In a long
chain of computation, such as in the evaluation of symbolic circuit expressions, the number of error terms grows
dramatically. Therefore, the optimal multiplication rules suggested in [2, 4] need to be modified such that the error is always
stored in a single error term when used to evaluate the symbolic expressions. The modified multiplication rules and
experimental results are presented in the following section.

III.

Symbolic-Numeric Circuit Analysis using GIA

I.

GIA in long computation chain

The size of the multiplication result in affine form grows by one extra term for every multiplication operation in a
chain of computations. For example, consider an arbitrary sum-of-product computation with three product terms. Let the
number of multiplication operations in each product term be two. Therefore for each product term in the sum-of-product, the
result will have two extra noise terms. Since the noise terms are treated as distinct from each other, the sum of the three
product terms will have six noise terms in total. In a symbolic-numeric analysis, the circuit expressions have a large number
of product terms shown in Table I. Therefore, it is essential to restrict the size of the result of final computation in affine
form. The GIA method has to be modified for this purpose, so that the symbolic expressions can be numerically evaluated
with ease.
The multiplication rules in (36) and (40) are modified as follows. Let x and y be two independent affine numbers
as shown in (42) along with their interval form.
m

n

i 1

i m1

x  x0   xi  i  xerr  err ; y  y0   yi  i  yerr  err
x   xl

xh  ; y   yl

yh 

(42)

According to the multiplication rule in (36) the central value and the noise terms are shown in (43).
n

z  x  y  z0   zi  i  zerr  err ; where z0   yl xl  yl x0  xl y0  b0
i 1

zi  yl xi for i  1,

,m

zi  xl yi for i  m  1,

,n

(43)

zn1  xl yerr ; zn2  yl xerr
zerr  b1
The terms zn+1 and zn+2 shown in (43) are extra terms that increase the size of the multiplication result. These two extra terms
need to be accumulated and absorbed into the error term zerr. The absolute values of these two terms contribute to the radius
of z as shown in (44).
n

rad  z    zi  zn1  zn2  zerr

(44)

i 1

In order to contain the growth of the result in terms of extra terms generated during a non-affine operation, the extra terms
need to be accumulated into a single error term zerr. Therefore the noise terms n+1 and n+2, in the result of the multiplication
operation, are regarded as the same source of uncertainty as err as shown in (45).
n

z  z0   zi  i  zn1 err zn2 err  zerr  err

(45)

i 1

The error term in (43) is now recalculated as the algebraic sum shown in (46)

zerr  b1  xerr yl  yerr xl

(46)

The term, err, is now the only extra term generated during a multiplication operation of independent affine numbers in long
chain of computation. In the case of dependent affine numbers, consider x and y as shown in (47) along with their interval
form.
m

m

i 1

i 1

x  x0   xi  i  xerr  err ; y  y0   yi  i  yerr  err
x   xl

xh  ; y   yl

yh 

According to the multiplication rule in (41), the result is computed as shown in (48).

(47)

n 2

zh*  zl*
2
zi  xl yi for i  M y , i  err ;

z  x  y  z0   zi  i  zerr  err ; where z0 
i 1

zi  yl xi for i  M x , i  err ;
zi  xl yi  yl xi for i  M c ;

(48)

zn1  yl xerr ; zn2  xl yerr
zerr 

n 2
zh*  zl*
 R , R   zi
2
i 1

The coefficients of error terms, err in x and y , were treated independent of each other during the computation of optimal
interval Z*, using the method described in [2]. The extra terms zn+1 and zn+2 are treated in the same way as in the case of
independent numbers shown in (45) and (46). The error term in the non-affine multiplication operation is recalculated as
shown in (49).

 z*  z*

zerr   h l  R   yl xerr  xl yerr
 2


(49)

Thus, there is only one additional term, zerr, generated as a result of non-affine multiplication operations even in a long chain
of computation. The affine operations with the error terms included are shown in (50) – (51).
n

x  y   x0  y0     xi  yi    i   xerr  yerr    err

(50)

i 1

  x    x0     x1  1 

   xn   n    xerr   err

  x    x0   x11 

 xn n  xerr  err

(51)
(52)

The modifications to the GIA described in this sub-section were implemented in our MATLAB toolbox and used to evaluate
symbolic expressions of analog circuits. The experimental details are discussed in the next sub-section.
II. Experimental Results and Discussion
A MATLAB toolbox defined with basic arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
and exponentiation was developed for each method (AA, EAA and GIA) described in this paper. The GIA was implemented
in this toolbox as described in section III (a). The symbolic expressions were generated using our symbolic circuit analysis
toolbox also developed in MATLAB based on the framework and method described in [19].
The symbolic expressions for various circuit examples including those described in Table I were numerically
evaluated using different range arithmetic methods implemented in the toolbox. The results for the cascode current mirror
circuit and Operational Transconductance Amplifier circuit in Table I are discussed in this sub-section. The symbolic
expressions for the circuits are generated using the symbolic circuit analysis toolbox. Each parameter in the circuit
expressions is governed by an equation extracted and logged during the symbolic analysis procedure. In our experiments,
nominal values for those variables in the extracted equations were obtained from numerical circuit analysis software SPICE.
Each value obtained from SPICE was allowed to vary +/-2.5% in order to obtain its interval value. The interval values were
then converted to affine numbers and substituted in the equations governing the parameters in the symbolic expressions. The
affine arithmetic values for all the symbolic parameters in the circuit expressions were obtained in this manner. The symbolic
expressions can now be substituted with affine values for the symbolic parameters and evaluated using one of the range
arithmetic methods implemented in our toolbox. For the purpose of illustration, a product term and affine values of the
symbolic parameters in the product term are shown in (53).

product_term  GdsN 4  CdsN 3  CgsN 2
where, GdsN 4  0.00025  0.0000053 gds
CdsN 3  3.4 1015  1.2  1016  cds  1.4  1018  cgs  2.3  1018  cgd

(53)

CgsN 2  1.53  1015  7.2  1016  cgs  4.3  1018  cgd
As can be seen from (53), the symbolic parameters sometimes share common noise symbols (as in case of CdsN3 and CgsN2)
and sometimes are independent (as in case of GdsN4 and CdsN3). The equations governing the parameters were obtained using
circuit analysis techniques in order to bring out the dependencies or correlation between circuit parameters [19]. The
dependencies between the symbolic parameters will then help to achieve tighter bounds in the final computed result when the
expressions are evaluated using one of the range arithmetic methods discussed in this paper.

TABLE II A comparison between different Range Arithmetic methods for Cascode Current Mirror example

Numerator
Or
Denominator

s4

s3

s2

s1

s0

Numerator

4.1

6.1

12.2

1.6

1

Denominator
Numerator
Denominator
Numerator
Denominator

4.3
3.8
3.9
3.6
3.7

2.3
5.3
2.1
4.9
2.09

1.4
7.1
1.35
8.1
1.3

1.1
1.5
1.1
1.5
1.1

1
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97

Relative Accuracy of coefficient of

Average
Percentage

Natural Interval
Extension
compared against

3.51

GIA

2.81

AA

2.83

EAA

In order to compare the different range arithmetic methods described in Section II, interval arithmetic was used as a
base for comparison. The interval arithmetic computations were performed using the INTLAB toolbox available for use in
MATLAB [21]. The results obtained using INTLAB were used to compute the relative accuracies of the AA, EAA and GIA
methods. The relative accuracies for each coefficient computed using different range arithmetic methods for the cascode
current mirror example is shown in Table II. As can be seen from this table, the GIA method has the highest overall relative
accuracy among the three methods, as expected from the discussions in this paper.
The AA and EAA methods can sometimes be over conservative especially when the numbers are independent or
share less noise symbols. For example, the relative accuracy for coefficients of s0 in both numerator and denominator are less
than 1 for both EAA and AA. This is because the coefficient for the s-power term consists of only conductance elements. The
conductance elements are either independent or rarely share a noise symbol. The conservative error estimates during
multiplication leads to the overestimation in the individual coefficient bounds, although the overall relative accuracy is
greater than 1. The GIA method scores high relative accuracy for each coefficient in addition to the overall accuracy,
indicating that it is suitable for circuit analysis applications.
The relative accuracy for all the three methods increases in case of higher powers of ‘s’, because of increased
dependency or correlation between the parameters at higher powers of ‘s’. In other words, the interval arithmetic produces
overestimated results because it assumes parameters to vary independent of each other. The overestimation increases as the
dependency between parameters increases. Therefore, interval arithmetic can be regarded as unsuitable for analysing circuits
of large size. The CPU computation time between interval arithmetic and other range arithmetic are comparable, that is the
computational expense of keeping track of dependencies is negligible, compared to the quality of results.
The frequency response plots for cascode current mirror and OTA are shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4 respectively. The
plots compare the GIA method shown in green against Interval Arithmetic shown in black. As can be seen from the plots the
interval arithmetic over estimates the results and is overly conservative at high frequencies. This is because the sum-ofproducts terms in the expression is dominated by capacitance components in the high frequency region. The capacitance
parameters in the symbolic expressions are dependent on each other. This is consistent with the concepts of circuit analysis
where at high frequencies, capacitors dominate and influence the circuit performance.
IV.

Conclusion

Range arithmetic methods have useful applications in symbolic-numeric circuit analysis. They can efficiently handle
variations in parameters which is very important in modern semiconductor technologies. In this paper we compared different
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Figure 3 Frequency Response plot for Cascode Current Mirror Circuit
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Figure 4 Frequency Response plot for OTA circuit

range arithmetic methods in applications to the evaluation of symbolic-numeric circuit expressions. The use of interval
arithmetic leads to over estimation in the results and therefore can be regarded as unsuitable for this application. Although,
affine arithmetic provides more information on dependencies between parameters, it also suffers from over estimation
problems when the error in the non-affine approximation becomes large. The optimal bounds on the final results can be
obtained by using a combination of Kolev’s Method and Messine’s multiplication rules. The bounds on the results of affine
arithmetic computations will be narrower than the results from use of interval arithmetic. In addition affine arithmetic
provides a facility to include and simulate uncertainties in a parameter easily.
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